
Lenon Ghana Affiliate Marketer Policy

Lenon Ghana is pleased to present a transformative opportunity for individuals
interested in the field of marketing. Our affiliate marketing program entails offering 20%
of the revenue generated from a paying school that an affiliate marketer successfully
brings to Lenon Ghana. For instance, if a marketer introduces a school paying
Ghs100.00 per month, they will receive Ghs20.00, representing the exact 20% share of
the Ghs100.00. This arrangement persists as long as the school continues to make
payments, with the affiliate marketer receiving 20% of any amount paid by the school for
a duration of 20 years, commencing from the year of the school's enrollment.

This policy remains in effect for the affiliate marketer as long as the school maintains a
business relationship with Lenon Ghana. In the event that the school ceases to engage
with Lenon Ghana, the affiliate marketer will no longer receive any compensation from
our organization.

In implementing this policy, Lenon Ghana seeks to ensure that our affiliate marketers
are duly rewarded for their sustained efforts over an extended period. We aim to
enhance the livelihood and lifestyle of our affiliate marketers by fostering enduring
partnerships with Lenon Ghana and the schools they bring onboard, provided these
schools continue to avail themselves of Lenon Ghana's services.

Affiliate Marketer Registration

Lenon Ghana welcomes individuals interested in joining our affiliate marketing program
to register by providing their first name, last name, email, phone number, region, town,
uploaded image, national ID, and payment details (bank account/Momo details).

Affiliate marketers will have access to a dashboard to monitor the income accumulated
from schools that are actively paying. They also have the option to request a cash-out at
any time and can choose to opt-out of the program whenever they wish.

Lenon Ghana retains the right to terminate the participation of any individual who
violates the terms and conditions of this policy.



Terms and Conditions

● Lenon is solely responsible for compensating affiliate marketers for their
services. Marketers are prohibited from demanding payment directly from any
school, and Lenon reserves the right to deny compensation in such instances.

● Marketing efforts on behalf of Lenon should be truthful and not based on false
information. If a marketer is reported to have provided inaccurate information to
persuade schools to sign up, there will be verification and potential sanctions,
including the deduction of legitimate schools from the marketer's dashboard.

● Affiliate marketers must provide accurate personal information. Any discovery of
false information will result in the denial of opportunities for the affiliate
marketer.

● Affiliate marketers are required to present the right information to potential
schools and should not coerce customers into using Lenon under any
circumstances.

● Affiliate marketers are expected to maintain professionalism in all business
dealings on behalf of Lenon Ghana.

● Affiliate marketers are not obligated to handle customer support; their primary
responsibility is to onboard schools and receive compensation according to the
agreed terms.


